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Summary
I'm a T-shaped specialist at web and mobile development world. My main specification is architecting JavaScript
projects (React, NodeJS, React Native) from scratch to make them to be maintainable for a long time with proper
tooling depending on business needs. My secondary skills are UI/UX consulting, DevOps, testing and other
abilities required to run a successful web or mobile application.
What I can propose to you or to your company:
- High quality architecture allowing to extend your project as much as needed and to fix bugs easily if they appear.
- Comprehensive documentation to make new developers to get involved as easy as possible.
- Clean, modular and readable code which follows modern standards of the industry.
- Work ethics which makes me never share code I’ve involved into and never share project details if you don’t want
to.
- I can go beyond just coding to help refine your specifications, offer advice and guidance on how to make your
project successful!
I'm strong at:
- Front end development: TypeScript, modules, ECMAScript 20XX, TypeScript, ESLint and other modern tools are
used by me every day.
- Back end development: databases, authentication and authorisation, REST API... I can do a lot on a server-side.
- Continuous delivery: I know how to deliver working solution as quick as possible. One commit to "master" branch
does everything: CI service runs tests, coverage checker, a bundler and deployment runner. I'm fully armed to set
up development environment for a team of any size.
- Open source: I work under open source all the time. See opensource.gubanov.eu.
Extra skills: need another Babel transformer, Webpack plugin, CLI tool, %anything_magical%? My experience
allows me to do a lot! Also if I don't know something, I'll learn it quickly.

Work experience
Full-Stack Developer

2010 - now

Upwork (freelance)
11 years

Lead Front-End Developer

2017-06 - 2020-08

Rhino Security Labs, Inc
3 years 3 months

Project Lead Developer

2016-11 - 2017-06

Shopmonkey
8 months

Frontend Web Developer

2014-02 - 2016-11

eTaktiker GmbH
2 years 10 months

Full-stack Developer

2015-10 - 2021-02

BuySellAds
5 years 5 months

Education
Psychology

2014 - 2017

Mechnikov National University

Computer Science

2006 - 2011

Mechnikov National University

Skills
NodeJS

React

TypeScript
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